Abstract-This paper presents an method of self-calibration of varying internal camera parameters that based on quasi-affine reconstruction. In a stratified approach to self-calibration, a projective reconstruction is obtained first and this is successively refined first to an affine and then to a Euclidean reconstruction. It has been observed that the difficult step is to obtain the affine reconstruction, or equivalently to locate the plane at infinity in the projective coordinate frame. So, a quasi-affine reconstruction is obtained first by image sequences, then we can obtain the infinite plane in the quasi-affine space, and equivalently to affine reconstruction. Then the infinite homography matrix can be calculated through the affine reconstruction, and then using the infinite homography matrix and constraints of the image of absolute conic to calculate the camera internal parameters matrix, and further to measure the metric rreconstruction. This method does not require a special scene constraints(such as prapllel, perpendicular) information, and also the camera movement informations(such as pure translation or orthogonal movement ), to achieve the goal of self-calibration. The theoretics analysis and experiments with real data demonstrate that this self-calibration method is available, stable and robust.
I. INTRODUCTION
Camera calibration is the key steps to obtain three-dimensional information from the two-dimensional image [1] , In general, camera calibration can be divided into two categories [2] [3] [4] [5] :(1)Traditional camera calibration:Known scene of the space coordinates and the corresponding image points to calculate the camera projective matrix, this method has the advantage of high accuracy. But this method requires precise calibration block in the scene, which has the disadvantage of the small range of applications and real-time differential.
(2)Self-calibration:Camera self-calibration can be divided into two subclasses:(a)The self-calibration based on active vision, the calibration method through an active vision platform to control the camera to make some movement, such as translation, or a pure rotation orthogonal to get the camera motion parameters, so calculate the internal camera parameters linearly. This method is linear, high accuracy, but the drawback is the need to active vision platform, continues tio limit the application. (b)Self-calibration based on image sequences, the calibration method dose not need to know the coordinates of the space scene and the corresponding image points and external devices to control the camera movement , can do real-time calibration just need to know the scene information and feature informationfrom image sequences. The calibration method is the most convenient and most widely application, however , due to calibration process is not linear and need nonlinear optimization, so accuracy is not high. Since on accurate calibration block and do not accurately control the camera movement, the focus of self-calibration based on image sequences is to determine the constraints of camera internal parameters and image feature. There are three methods that determine the constraints of internal parameters:absolute dual quadric, absolute conic and kruppa equation. These three methods have different advantages and disadvantages of different image features, this article describes the use of self-calibration of the absolute conic.
The keystone of self-calibration based on absolute conic is to determine the infinite plane [6] [7] [8] [9] , however, the difficulty of the calibration method is to determine the infinite plane. From the literature shows that methods of Determination of infinite plane as following:
Translational motion:For translational motion control camera, the affine reconstruction can be achieved by two images [3] . Although the affine reconstruction by translational motion has been constructed for the demonstration, but the translational motion of the fundamental matrix is assumed to have a very restrictive form as follow:symmetric matrix. If there is no translational motion, or by the fundamental matrix is not symmetric matrices, affine reconstruction can not be achieved.
Scene constraints: Scene constraints on the image features such as parallelogram or parallelepiped can also be used to obtain affine reconstruction. As long as they identify three points coordinate of the plane at infinity, we can identify the plane at infinity, resulting in affine reconstruction. If the scene plane extraction patterns without rules, we can not achieve accurate calibration.
Parallel lines:The intersectant point of space parallel lines is the point at infinite plane，the image of the intersectant point is the vanishing point of this parallel lines. If there are three pairs of features like parallel lines, and each pair has a different direction, then we can find three different points of the plane at infinity, then obtain affine reconstruction. If we can not extract the features of 3 different parallel lines, we can not achieve accurate calibration.
Throughout the above methods to determine the plane at infinity, the basic needs to the outside world scene constraints. When the extracted image features can only obtain matching points can not be fitted or can not get the rules straight line parallel pattern, the above method to determine infinite plane will no longer be used. So this paper presents an method of self-calibration of varying internal camera parameters that based on quasi-affine reconstruction,we can obtain the infinite plane by using a quasi-affine reconstruction in the conditions of unknown scene information and camera motion information,then get the affine reconstruction. Then the infinite homography matrix can be calculated through the affine reconstruction,and then using the infinite homography matrix and constraints of the image of absolute conic to calculate the camera internal parameters matrix,and further to measure the metric rreconstruction. The theoretics analysis and experiments with real data demonstrate that this self-calibration method is available、stable and robust.
II. CALCULATE QUASI-AFFINE RECONSTRUCTION
Quasi-affine reconstruction is a special projective reconstruction [4] ,it is first introduced by Hartley [5] .Any projective reconstruction that satisfies the equation
and let i λ has the same symbols for all of i,will be a quasi-affine reconstruction.Given a set of image corresponding points
Sturm's factorization can obtain the projective reconstruction of images and equation
,making this implicit equation is given by a constant factor display:
Projective reconstruction can be normalized as follow:
According to the definition of quasi-affine reconstruction,if only we obtain the transformational matrix H,and satisfy λ must all be the same symbols. Now the depth of information by translating the sign of the depth information of the formula can be written as: 
Established for all points
Established for all camera j P (6) Equation (6) .However, the quasi-affine reconstruction obtained is not unique, it is to be determined to a difference of one point and the camera centers on the quasi-affine transformation,therefore,we can choose the symbol of Established for all camera j qa P (7) We can obtain qa i v by solving linear programming problems [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ,generally speaking,we can use Simplex Method to solve the cheirality inequality.
IV.
Self-calibration Through the above steps,we can obtain Take a matrix transformation to formula (9):
,multiply the same edge of the two equations after transformed: (10) Can obtain the equation:
Then draw the constraint equationsof the image of absolute conic.Aspect ratio is assumed to be 1 and the main point is constant,we can obtain: , With the left matrix of formula (13) multiplication and from the top of the equations (14), (15), (16) In this paper, through the nature of points in the same side of camera to obtain quasi-affine reconstruction,and use nature of quasi-affine to search infinite plane and affine reconstruction.Simplex Method is used to linear programming cheirality inequality to obtain the range of infinite plane,and get the infinite plane by taking the upper bound.After affine reconstruction obtained,using the nature of absolute conic and infinite homography to get the linear equation of calibration matrix K,then obtain the calibration matrix.This method do not need precise control of camera motion, and do not need to extract the image rules features (such as parallel, orthogonal), only the matching feature points can be obtained stable, robust and accurate calibration results.
